Copenhagen has undergone a transformation in the past decade and emerged as a “must-stop” destination in Europe. This environmentally friendly city has earned top billing from foodies, students, and those seeking refuge in one of the happiest countries in the world. Though it boasts more than 600,000 residents, Copenhagen retains an old-world, small-village feel – with more bicycles than cars traveling its streets.

Interns in Copenhagen will typically experience an informal work environment where teamwork is key and work-life balance is a common goal.

**INDUSTRY SECTOR IN COPENHAGEN**

Meet mentors and learn in the real world while interning with innovative startups, global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more:

**Entrepreneurship**
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ Fashion tech: Rentista, Tomorrow Management
+ Too Good to Go

**Sustainability and Urban Planning**
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, urban farming, sustainable business development, and more:
+ The Comarché
+ Concito
+ Gate 21
+ Øens Have

**Research**
Business and marketing research, anthropology, medical science, and more:
+ Copenhagen Business School
+ The Medical Museum
+ Sustainable energy research at DTU

**Marketing, Communications, and Advertising**
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Happiness Research Institute
+ Acumé Magazine
+ Kongressen

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.*